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Fort Hill Associates’ Capital Project Management Plan Puts Organizations Back in 
Control of Their Capital Project 

Greenville, SC (December 16, 2021) Fort Hill Associates, LLC has announced a new capital 
project management plan program putting organizations back in control of their capital project. 
Fort Hill Associates will now, in addition to auditing construction costs, review a project from a 
holistic perspective to potential personnel and process deficiencies. With nearly three decades 
of experience, seasoned strategic advisor Kevin Kirkhart will lead this effort in finding and filling 
the gaps to facilitate enhanced capital project results.


“We want our clients to further protect their substantial capital investments,” said Curt Plyler, 
founding Principal of Fort Hill Associates. “Having personally worked with Kevin on multiple 
projects in the past, this arrangement will foster increased collaboration going forward and 
provides our clients with an additional resource for their project’s success.”


Fort Hill Associates’ additional scope will begin rolling out this month. In many institutions, a 
large capital project is not an everyday occurrence. As a result, the staff and procedures in 
place are often tailored to smaller, less complex projects. For organizations in the midst of 
constructing a large capital project, Kevin Kirkhart will ensure the proper team and processes 
are in place to place the project on a successful path to completion.


Plyler said, “Kevin’s proactive approach, identifying deficiencies in the existing capital project 
management processes, nicely complements Fort Hill’s overriding philosophy of identifying and 
mitigating potential construction audit issues before they occur.”


Fort Hill’s new program puts Owners back in control of their own capital project. Plyler adds, 
“The question every Owner will be asking, ‘How much more will we save?’” 


To learn more about the new program contact kkirkhart@forthillassociates.com or 
cplyler@forthillassociates.com.


About Fort Hill Associates, LLC

Most institutions struggle to find an easy way to recover contract leakage and help their bottom 
line. Founded in 2006, Fort Hill Associates is a boutique construction auditing firm offering cost 
validation services to assist owners of construction projects in minimizing their financial risk 
exposure while recovering dollars rightfully theirs. Please visit forthillassociates.com to learn 
more.
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